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World Best Bio Technology Platform 
UBP Token

COVID-19

Background

With the evolution of bio technology and the rapid growth 
of the bio market, investments and transactions are being 
made across borders in bio technology. After Corona 19, 
investment in biotechnology is becoming more active. 
However, access and transparency to the biotechnology 
market is very inefficient. It is essential not only to connect 
with the world's largest companies, but also to have easy 
access to the general public. In order to respond quickly to 
this trend and expand the market, the introduction of 
blockchain technology seems essential. UBPT will respond to 
these needs by becoming a new platform for the 
biotechnology market.



In modern society, biotechnology is achieving basic values to 
complete human life and welfare. Bio technology goes beyond 
simple technology and is necessary for human happiness. 
Investments and transactions in biotechnology are showing steady 
growth. With the spread of the Internet and smartphones, the 
biotechnology market is expanding into new fields. However, 
despite such quantitative growth, borderless investment and free 
value transactions in biotechnology are not being properly carried 
out.

With the advent of blockchain technology, the emergence of 
various cryptocurrencies based on transparency has opened up new 
possibilities for investment and transaction of these biotechnology 
values. UBPT is paying attention to the introduction of blockchain 
technology for the development, investment, and transaction of 
such existing biotechnology. UBPT intends to build a decentralized 
platform based on blockchain. To this end, we issued UBPT (UBP 
Token) for the purpose of investing, trading, and building a value 
chain in biotechnology based on transparency and efficiency.

We will integrate UBPT into various businesses in the bio field by 
linking the proven global bio technology and blockchain technology 
in progress. UBPT is a token that becomes the center of UB's 
ecosystem, and will provide a new platform for the trading market 
of biotechnology value. We will create new value through UBPT.

Introduction
UBP Token

Bio tech blockchain platform
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UBP Token

World Best bio tech 
Platform 

In the meantime, investments in 

biotechnology have not been much 

accessible to the public except through 

stocks of listed companies. UBPT 

tokenizes patents and stocks of various 

biotechnology companies and distributes 

them through blockchain. By distributing 

it, many users can easily access and use 

it. Not only P2P but also B2B, you can 

trade and use in various ways. UBPT will 

continue to showcase a variety of 

biotechnology assets.



Introduction

MISSION

GOAL

VALUE

1 2
3 4

The various biotechnology investments 
of UBPT has great value. You are free to 
invest and trade these values.

Value

We contribute to the health and welfare 
of mankind by developing many 
biotechnology through UBPT.

Aim

UBPT connects with various bio 
companies. We supply products based 
on such bio technology to users at a 

lower cost.

Mission

UBPT connects biotechnology and 
companies through blockchain. And we 
invest and trade through the platform.

Goal

AIM
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Blockchain for Bio Industry



UBPT 
Platform
Funds formed through UBPT are used 
for technology development of bio 
companies. At this time, we acquire 
stock in the bio company to back up 
the UBPT value.

UBPT blockchain

Biotechnology companies promote 
technology development through UBPT. 
Companies connect with users through 
UBPT, making it easier to sell products.

Bio tech company



UBPT platform

UBPT BlockchainBio intellectual property right

The intellectual property rights of 
biotechnology developed through UBPT 
create the fundamental values of UBPT. 
The intellectual property rights of 
biotechnology that have been developed 
and verified have tremendous value. UBPT 
invests in the development of new 
biotechnology and continuously discovers 
new value. Users will be able to trade these 
values through UBPT. These transactions 
are recorded and guaranteed through UBPT.

After Covid-19, more biotechnology and 
medical technologies are attracting 

attention. New technologies are still being 
created today. UBPT offers new ways to 
connect and invest in these technologies. 

Various intellectual property rights, 
including patents for technologies such as 
new drugs, medical devices, telemedicine, 
and immunotherapy, can be freely traded 

through UBPT.



UBPT platform

Bio companies develop a variety of technologies. And this 
leads to the accumulation and trade of biotechnology data.

As a blockchain, UBPT utilizes the token of the ethereum blockchain. We connect the 
value of UBPT to biotechnology companies. Users make decisions based on UBPT 
through the platform.
The amount of UBPT owned represents the relationship between traders' profits. On 
the one hand, linkages with this kind of revenue can bring economic benefits to the 
holders. UBPT will actually have the effect of investing and trading in biotechnology.

UBP Token

01

02

03

04

Bio technologies are connected through UBPT. (Details will 
be explained in the next chapter.)

The profits from the transaction will add to the value of 
UBPT. This will increase the number of more UBPT users and 
stabilize the network.

The increasing number of users of UBPT will increase the 
value of UBPT and further promote biotechnology 
development.



UBPT platform

Value chain
UBPT platform for value

We invest in biotechnology 
development through acquisition of 
stocks in bio companies.

Shares of Bio tech companies
Products such as new drugs, 

immunity enhancement products, 
and telemedicine are provided to 

users through completed 
biotechnology.

Bio tech products

Biotechnology companies create new bio 
intellectual property rights.

Bio tech intellectual property right

The distribution of value begins through 
the exchange and transaction of UBPT.

UBPT



UBPT platform

New drug
UBPT resists diseases by the 
development of new drugs. 
UBPT is used in the 
development and trading of 
new drugs.Medical Equipment

UBPT is used to develop and 
trade new medical devices that 
apply advances in robotics and 

fine-tuning technology.

Smart Telemedicine
UBPT is used for payment 
system and telemedicine 
technology development 
through smart devices.

Immunity enhancement
UBPT is used to develop and 
trade health supplements that 
apply immunity enhancement 
biotechnology.

UBP Token
UBP Tokens are issued, stored 
and traded transparently and 
securely based on the 
blockchain.

Token Economy



UBPT platform process
Bio intellectual property right

UBPT

P2P, B2B, Global Exchange

UBPT acquires stocks in various bio companies with verifiable technologies that can significantly 
increase its future value.
UBPT supports both P2P and B2B through the above process. And after listing UBPT on the exchange, 
user can freely trade through it.



Advantages

Simplicity Scalability

Connectivity Popularity Value

stability

UBPT has the advantages of simplicity, scalability, stability, popularity, 
connectivity and value. These advantages make UBPT easier to use.



Bio
Technology

UBP Token
There are a variety of bio technologies to be included in the UBPT platform. These various technologies will 

be developed, traded and used through UBPT.



Composition of Bio tech

Immunity 
enhancement 

technology
43%

New drug 
development

26%

Smart telemedicine
21%

Medical robot
10%

Composition

Immunity enhancement technology New drug development Smart telemedicine Medical robot



New drug development

More than 25 companies are creating 
their own data. They are trying to share 
the database in a non-competitive field, 
not in the field of drug making. First of all, 
it is expected to be used in the field of 

toxicity, and is in discussion with the FDA. 
In particular, standardization problems 

and quality control must be solved, but it 
is expected to develop gradually.

Organ-on-a-chip tech

With the recent increase in gene therapy 
clinical trials, the value of companies that 
manufacture the DNA required to make 

viruses through GMP facilities is 
increasing. Many gene therapy products 
have entered the final stages of clinical 
trials. That's why several companies are 
expanding their facilities to manufacture 

viral vectors and large-scale cell 
therapies.

Gene therapy

Microbiome
Cell line
Antibody Fc engineering
Plant protein expression technology

Others

Most global bio companies expect 
artificial intelligence to be of great help in 
the field of biology to understand 
diseases in the early stages of drug 
discovery. And it is expected that the 
anticancer field will lead, followed by 
NASH, autoimmune diseases, and rare 
diseases. It is also expected that artificial 
intelligence will use image analysis data 
to differentiate patients.

Artificial Intelligence



Immunity Enhancement
Corona 19 is spreading worldwide. In situations where 

vaccines and treatments have not yet been developed, social 
distancing, practicing personal hygiene management, and 

strengthening immunity are recognized as the best preventive 
measures.

In addition to the field of biological processing technology, 
patent applications for immunity enhancement technology 
are also continuously increasing in the field of cultivation and 
processing technology, extraction and purification technology, 

and physical and chemical processing technology.

On the other hand, looking at the type of applicant, the 
company's filing ratio was the highest at 42%. The ratio of 

joint applications between companies, educational institutions, 
and research institutions is 11%, which is analyzed as 

reflecting the industrial characteristics of the developed 
technology leading to commercialization and active industry, 

academia, and research collaboration.

In the future, many companies, universities, and research 
institutes will continue to develop technologies related to the 

enhancement of immunity  functional ingredients.

UBP Token



Smart telemedicine is emerging as an issue in the medical field as cases of infection or hospital 
closure occurred in medical institutions due to the spread of Covid-19. Smart telemedicine is in 
the spotlight as a future industry by combining information and communication technology and 
biotechnology in the era of the 4th industrial revolution. This is recognized as an essential form 
of medical care for the future society as the aging population increases the social cost of 
medical expenses. Several countries such as the United States, China, Japan, and France have 
already introduced smart telemedicine, and the related industry is growing.

In Smart telemedicine, doctors and patients can consult and treat in real time through video 
conferencing, and can store and transmit large-capacity digital images such as X-rays and CT 
scans. In addition, the patient's health information can be transmitted to the doctor through 
electronic devices, enabling remote monitoring to check the patient's condition. Smart 
telemedicine service has the advantages of reducing the cost of existing medical services, 
improving access to medical institutions, and improving patient satisfaction. In particular, the 
need to introduce telemedicine between doctors and patients is being raised in order to 
increase access to medical care for the elderly and disabled who are difficult to visit at medical 
institutions, and to constantly manage patients with chronic diseases such as hypertension and 
diabetes.

After Corona 19, the global smart telemedicine market will grow to USD 130.5 billion by 2025. 
In the United States, as smart telemedicine emerges as an efficient solution to meet the needs 
of an aging population, the market is expected to continue to grow and reach $3.7 billion in 
2024.

Telemedicine

Smart Telemedicine



2020 Medical Robot
UBPT platform

Technologies related to automation and smartization of medical robots 
are being developed as technologies of high precision and difficulty are 

required that go beyond human limitations.

In the United States, the Da Vinch surgical robot is leading the 
development of a single port-oriented technology in a multi-port 

method with multiple surgical wounds, and a microscopic implantable 
robot for micro-surgery is also being developed.

Germany is developing a robot that moves on an optimal path with 
minimal collisions with dangerous organizations located around major 

paths, making it possible to reach targets quickly and accurately.

The University of Tokyo Robot Research Group in Japan is preparing 
three robot platforms for the purpose of generalization of surgical 

robots: improving operational performance, extremely difficult ultra-
fine surgical technology, soft tissue response, hard tissue response, and 

intravascular treatment.

China is developing a technology to control artificial micro-cluster 
robots for the purpose of delivering drugs or removing tumors by 
sending swarm nanorobots for cancer surgery or eye diseases.



Smart telemedicine
Detect diseases early with 
remote medical care.

New drug development
New drugs are used to treat 
diseases.

Medical robot
Medical robots operate on 
emergency patients.

Immunity enhancement
Prevents viral diseases by 
strengthening immunity.

COVID-19

Bio tech products

Each of the various biotechnology 
connected to UBPT has its own 
value. For this reason, it is also 
used in each field. However, these 
technologies are much more 

effective when integrated into one.

Diseases such as covid-19 will be 
overcome faster and easier when 

new technologies work 
simultaneously as shown in the 
picture on the left. Even after 
Covid-19, diseases like this will 
happen again in no time. Preparing 
for this in advance is another 

mission of UBPT.



UBPT

UBPT

UBPT

UBPT platform covers everything from 
biotechnology development to bio product 
distribution. This is connected to the blockchain 
and to the payment system. UBPT integrates all 
processes organically and efficiently. Online and 
offline distribution is also organically integrated. 
You can understand more easily through the 
diagram below.



Payment platform

UBPT Payment

Organically connects the UBPT 
blockchain and the UBPT payment 

system.

Linkage

UBPT is issued, recorded, and stored on 
the ethereum network.

Ethereum network

UBPT is an underlying digital asset used 
in the UBPT platform.

UBPT

We build a separate payment system 
linked to the UBPT for quick payment 
in P2P and B2B.

Payment system

The UBPT payment system is applied to 
investment, production, and 
distribution of bio products.

Product

Users can own and trade UBPT and 
purchase products more easily by using 
UBPT payment.

User



Distribution

Product

Currency

Online

Offline
SharesData

Payment

Blockchain Products linked to UBPT is 
distributed offline.

The payment system is 
distributed by connecting 
the blockchain and real 
currency.

Bio company stocks invested 
through UBPT may be 
circulated as an asset outside 
of UBPT.

The UBPT is the basis for 
online distribution.

UBPT is connected to the 
payment system on online.

Data is accumulated and 
used for distribution in the 
UBPT platform's blockchain 

and payment.



UBPT Blockchain
UBP Token Abstract

Contract address

0xa5C8394A01005B6546BD18C6697A37490651E7Dc

Name

UBP Token (UBPT)

Total amount of issue

500,000,000



Fund of Use
Bio tech & product Blockchain & payment

UBPT supports biotech to complete 
and distribute bio products. These 
investments form two pillars with 

UBPT's digital part.

Offline

UBPT invests heavily in blockchain 
technology (including the main net) 
and payment system development. 
This completes the value chain.

Digital



Fund of use

Bio tech
41%

Product
21%

Blockchain R&D
25%

Payment system build
13%

Bio tech Product Blockchain R&D Payment system build



UBP Token
Others

Blockchain
Platform

Bio & Blockchain tech
UBPT connects biotechnology and blockchain technology 
to create a digital platform and digital payment system. 
Distribution and payment are made through this 
completed platform, contributing to human health.

ü Bio technology

ü Blockchain technology

üDigital platform

üDigital payment system



The first technology UBPT pays attention to and invests in is botamedi's bio technology. Botamedi is a biotech company in the 
healthcare industry based on marine phytochemicals. Botamedi develops products in various fields from new drug development to 

immunity enhancing products.

Botamedi's seanol is a substance with strong immune enhancing effects. Various products 
developed with this material will be a powerful weapon to protect health in the era of covid-19.

BotaMedi



BotaMedi R&D cooperation



BotaMedi Major R&D members
Dr. Haengwoo Lee, PhD 

(U. Iowa), Chemist and Founder 
of Phloronol Inc, USA

Prof. Schneider, MD, 
Neurologist, USC, USA

Prof. Geoff Kerchner, MD, PhD, 
Neurologist, 

Stanford University, USA

Prof. Greg M. Cole, PhD,
Neurologist, UCLA, 

USA

Professor Gary D. Stoner, PhD,
Oncologist, Ohio State Univ, 

USA 

Dr. Hyeon-Cheol Shin, PhD 
(U. Iowa), Chemist and CSO of

Phloronol Inc, USA

Prof. Masashi Komeda, MD, PhD, 
Cardiologist, Kyoto University, 

Japan

Dr. Emil Y Chi, PhD, 
Immunologist, Univ Washington, 

USA



BotaMedi Patents
TITLE of Patent Patent No.

ECKOL DERIVATIVES, METHODS OF SYNTHESIS AND USES THEREOF US 10106521

SOLID PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS OF BROWN ALGAE US 10016471

Composition for Prevention and Treatment of Obesity, Cardiovascular and Coronary Artery Disease Korea:10-0716799; Japan: 4820299

Composition for Prevention and Treatment of Type 2 diabetes and its complications and Healthy assistance foodstuffs containing 
the Composition KR 1020050097421

Compound for improving hypertension containing inhibitors of angiotensin converting enzyme activity extracted from marine 
plants and articles comprising thereof KR 1020040024347

Composition for Prevention and Improvement of Dementia and Promotion of Memory, and Healthy assistance foodstuffs 
containing the Composition KR 1020040088461

Compositions for inhibiting neurotoxicity induced by beta-amyloid peptide, and use thereof KR 1020050037328

Composition for Prevention and Treatment of Skin Carcinogenesis KR 1020050040864

Compositions for cancer chemoprevention and treatment containing dibenzo-p-dioxin derivatives and health supplementary foods 
containing the same KR 1020060086706

Composition for enhancing anti-cancer treatments effect KR 2012-0016155

Compositions for arthritis treatment containing dibenzo-p-dioxine derivatives
US 8673965; KR 1020080053288

Compound for improving Alzheimer Disease containing inhibitors of Cholinesterase activity extracted from marine plants and 
cognition ability KR 1020050037328; KR 1020060093741

Functional food compositions having the effect on eliminating an alcoholic hangover and improvement of liver function US 7234931; KR 1020040069647

Composition and Methods to prepare Functional Food for Improvement of Liver Function and Treatment of Liver Diseases KR 1020030019591

Compositions for Prevention and Treatment of Fibromyalgia Syndrome KR 1020050065286

Compound for improving neuralgia containing dibenzo-p-dioxine derivatives extracted from marine plants and articles comprising 
thereof KR 1020040031681

Inhibitor of Angiotensin Converting Enzyme Containing Sagarchromic Acid Derivatives and Pharmaceutical Composition Thereof KR 1020050040863

Compositions for skin protection and improvement of skin diseases containing dibenzo-p-dioxine derivatives KR 1020070076852; JP 2010-519151

Compositions for the improvement of men's virility KR 1020020075948

COMPOSITION FOR THE MANAGEMENT AND IMPROVEMENT OF ORAL HEALTH KR 1020090056654; JP 2012-517361

Composition for improvement of health of scalp and hair comprising dibenzo-p-dioxin derivatives KR 1020100009811; KR 1020120031293; JP 2012-551913

Composition containing phlorotannin for prevention and improvement of vaginosis and product thereof KR 10-2017-0105583

Composition containing phlorotannin for cooling skin and product thereof KR 10-2017-0140199

Composition comprising phlorotannin for improving snoring and sleep apnea KR 10-2017-0171003

COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING PHLOROTANNIN FOR IMPROVING FEMALE SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION KR 10-2018-0004243

Functional food compositions having the recovery effect of blood composition and function KR 1020110003566; China 201280005658.0

Compostion, application and manufacturing method of energy drink 2015-0151868

Extract of ginseng and method of preparing the same KR 10-2014-0142826



BotaMedi
Botamedi is a global leader in'Anti Aging & Reverse Aging', which is the longing of modern people.

UBPT invests in Botamedi's technology company Phloronol., Inc.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4New natural drugs: 
degenerative, refractory 
treatment fields (dementia, 
Parkinson, diabetes 

complications, anticancer, 
etc.)

New materials for natural 
drugs and new functional 
materials for companion 

animals

MOP™ Applications : 
MANNAS ™ , MIWEI

Seanol® Applications:  
Health functional food, 
cosmetics, daily 
necessities field



Seanol Nubonax Premium
SNP is a product made with botamedi's technology. UBP develops a 
platform and distributes SNP preferentially.

The world's first commercialization 
of stem cell activation through food

World-proven safety: EU, FDA, Japanese, 
Chinese, Korean food approvals

Clinical proof: muscle production in the 
elderly, bone mineral density improvement, 
intracellular water increase

Complex functions that activate cell function : 
anti-inflammatory, improve blood flow, mass 
transfer, cell protection

A

B

C
D



SNP Mechanism
Seanol Nubonax Premium



CEO - Tony (MR. YU KWOK TUNG)

Mr. Yu has over 25 years of commercial 
experience in real estate investment, direct 
investment, financial services and 
corporate development in Asia, London 
and in the Nordic region. Mr. Yu is the 
nonexecutive director of DLC Asia Limited, 
a public listed company in Hong Kong, 
providing financial services in Hong Kong, 
Singapore and China. Previously, Mr. Yu 
was the regional business director of Dow 
Jones Inc., a New York based international 
multi-media group, based in Hong Kong, 
managing business opportunities in the 
Asia Pacific region. Mr. Yu graduated from 
the University of Brighton in the United 
Kingdom. 

CFO - Thomson Lee (李国碩)
With over a total work span of 43 years 
bridging technology and businesses 
internationally (Include a 28 years of retails & 
property development and 20 years of 
corporate Merging & Acquisition experience)

SDRE Group Co Ltd – SDRE.com Director  
since 17’
The Link Group Inc – President since 03’ (US 
OTC Listed “LNKG”)
Xinhua Book City Co. Ltd. –Founder & Senior 
Advisor since 03’
Yorkshire Capital Ltd – Project Director 05’-
present
Haier Business (Far East) Co Ltd – Vice 
Chairman / CEO 05’-07’
ComeMon International Co Ltd – Vice 
President (Business)  05’
Beijing Joint Rail Ad co Ltd- Chief Consultant   
03’ -06’

Our Team



Advisor – Nakamura Kenichi

- Global Logistic & Financing

Our Team
Standing Advisor – Kiuchi Takatane

- Banker of Mitsubishi UFJ BANK

Advisor – Li haixin

- World Chinese Entrepreneur Association 
director



Legal & 
compliance

UBPT Blockchain
This white paper is for informational purposes only and does not take into account specific 

objectives, financial situations or specific needs of individuals.

The information contained herein is believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed to be accurate 
or complete. The views and contents in the white paper are subject to change without notice.

The content of this white paper is not intended for individuals or entities of any particular 
locality, state, country or other jurisdiction.

All white papers are copyrighted. You may only download or print individual sections of a 
document for personal use or other proprietary notices.

You may not reproduce, electronically or otherwise reproduce it in whole or in part, or modify, 
link or use the document for any public or commercial purpose without prior written permission.

UBPT, including its directors, agents, employees, contractors, and sales partners, shall not be 
liable for any kind of damages, whether directly or indirectly. (1) the contents and accuracy and 
completeness of the relevant white paper; (2) errors or omissions of white papers; (3) use or 

approach of white papers; (4) All other damages.

UBPT is also not responsible for: (5) Loss or damage to data; (6) Incidental or special damages; 
(7) Waste or lost profits; (8) UBPT may not compensate for any indirect or consequential 

damages or advance warnings or foreseeable damages.



THANK YOU
UBP Token


